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Beads

Strawberry Charm
Supplies needed:
30145780  Strand Bi 6Mm-Lt Siam Ab (9 Beads)
30145765  Strand Bi 6Mm-Peridot  (4 Beads)
30095652  2 In Head Pin Br Silver 20Pc
30061106  Supplemax 0.25Mm White 50M
30144638  Phone Plug W Strap Ast
Acrylic Leaf From Bead Soup

Additi onal tools needed:
Round nose pliers
Chain nose pliers
Wire cutt ers

Instructi ons:

1. Take about 2 feet of 
monofi lament and string on a 
green bead and 3 red beads, criss 
cross the ends of the line through 
the last bead added and pull ti ght 
to have two equal length of line.

2. Keeping the side that has the 
green bead on your left , add 
another green bead to the left  
line.  Add a red bead to the right 
line.  Criss cross both line through 
another red bead and pull ti ght. 
3. Repeat.

4. On the left  add a green bead 
and on the right add a red bead.  
Bring the lines up to criss cross 
through the very fi rst red bead 
that had been added from the 
start.

Pull ti ght and this should bring 
the line of beads up into a litt le 
ball. Take one line to reinforce the 
circle of green beads by passing 
through the beads consecuti vely.  
Do the same for the circle of red 
beads on the opposite side of the 
green circle.

5. Pass the lines through adjacent 
beads and then knot off .  Pass 
through another bead before 
trimming.

6. Take a head pin 
and string on a red 
bead.  Pass the head 
pin through the 
center of the beaded 
ball coming out 
through the circle of 
green beads at the 
top of the ball.  String 
on the leaf and then 
wire wrap the end to close.  Att ach 
the cell phone plug to complete.

Creative idea by Lynn H.
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